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Kind of clunky, but maybe I'm doing it wrong. Recognizes eraser on surface pen. Simultaneous pen and touch no need to switch. They just can't
make writing directly on a PDF like a real paper, i. Still, good product for the price! Only two pen colors black and red. Watch the quick tutorial
below to see how the magic happens. Reader, Microsoft free - - Rating 3. After trying any new app, please leave a review in the Windows Store
so us 'serious inkers' are heard. Pen Title: 100Hz Sample Rate Applicable OS Versions Windows 8 x86 Windows 8 x64 Windows RT
Description The pen digitizer will have a sample rate of at least 100Hz. Foxit Mobile PDF for Win8, Foxit free - - Rating 4.

How to Sign PDFs in Adobe Acrobat
Paid add-ons like ruled paper etc. You can now leave feature suggestions on. Xodo Docs, Xodo free - - Rating 4. Simultaneous pen and touch no
need to switch. Recognizes the Surface Pro pen eraser. Only three pen colors red, blue, black , not customizable. Still, good product for the price!
Simultaneous pen and two-finger touch, but not pen plus single finger touch touch also draws. Only two pen colors black and red. Recognizes
eraser on surface pen. Reader, Microsoft free - - Rating 3. Some issues: doesn't recognize transparent ink from PDF Annotator and others? Foxit
Mobile PDF for Win8, Foxit free - - Rating 4. Manual switch between inking and panning mode. Can only change pen color by tapping an
annotation, and selecting 'property'. After that, new annotations are in the new color. Kind of clunky, but maybe I'm doing it wrong. That's a long
way to go for every new annotation. On my quick try it popped up a menu after every single pen stroke, which makes natural writing impossible.
After trying any new app, please leave a review in the Windows Store so us 'serious inkers' are heard. If the apps above don't cut it, consider the
following non-metro alternatives: is a good option for those who do not mind using traditional Windows software. Customizable toolbars with
multiple pressure sensitive pens, freeform highlighters, text markup tools, etc. Panning is not very smooth on an Atom slate, but it works. Touch
panning and pen annotation without switching tools, relatively smooth panning, tons of options, pressure sensitive ink as well. Works surprisingly
well on a 2nd gen Atom slate; I tried this way back on a Samsung Ativ 500T. They just can't make writing directly on a PDF like a real paper, i. I
am a bit confused at your scope; are you limiting your PDF markup scope to just 'apps' for the Metro interface? I am not sure a pen will be usable
on the RT version except the capacitive sausage type so to get the full benefit of review and markup the non-RT versions would be better and
those come with not only a digitizer but also a desktop mode. If you consider expanding the scope to the desktop as well that opens the door to
quite a bit of good stuff without all the limitations of the non-multitasking apps. There aren't any products that utilize one announced yet, but there's
SDK documentation that seems to imply that pen support or at least the APIs to query the pen hardware is available for Windows RT if a
manufacturer decides to use it. I can't find the link as of right now though. Edit: Here we go: Device. Pen Title: 100Hz Sample Rate Applicable OS
Versions Windows 8 x86 Windows 8 x64 Windows RT Description The pen digitizer will have a sample rate of at least 100Hz. Exceptions: Not
Specified Business Justification: A high packet rate promotes high performance, perceived responsiveness of the system, and data integrity for
contacts in fast motion. Scenarios: Pen Success Metric: Not Specified Enforcement Date: Windows 8 Release Preview Comments: Port of
Windows 7 pen requirement It seems that the wacom official driver 7. The third button, which I set to open the wacom pop-up menu, doesn't
work in the reader, however, if I close the reader, the pop-up menu is actually shown on the desktop. Hopefully wacom will update a really
working driver after Windows 8 becomes general available on Oct 26. Update: I still cannot get pressure sensitivity, even after uninstall the wacom
official driver. Does anyone have the same problem? I'm using samsung s7s and windows 8 enterprise RTM.

Best PDF annotation app in the Windows Store?
After that, new annotations are in the new color. Xodo Docs, Xodo free - - Rating 4. I'm using samsung s7s and windows 8 enterprise RTM.
Only three pen colors red, blue, blacknot customizable. On my quick try it popped up a menu after every single pen stroke, which makes natural
writing impossible. Exceptions: Not Specified Business Justification: A high packet rate promotes high performance, perceived responsiveness of
the system, and data integrity for contacts in fast motion. Watch the quick tutorial below to see how the magic happens. The third button, which I
set to open the wacom pop-up menu, doesn't work in the reader, however, if I close the reader, the pop-up menu is actually shown on the
desktop. Hopefully wacom will update a really working driver after Windows 8 becomes general available on Oct 26. Go paperless and use that
pen in ways you never thought you could. Does anyone have the same problem? Simultaneous pen and two-finger touch, but not pen plus single

finger touch touch also draws. Foxit Mobile PDF for Win8, Foxit free - - Rating 4.

Wacom sign pro pdf windows 8 trial - How to Sign PDFs in Adobe Acrobat
That's a long way to go for every new annotation. I am a bit confused at your scope; are you limiting your PDF markup scope to just 'apps' for the
Metro interface. Does anyone have the same problem. Xodo Docs, Xodo free - - Rating 4. Recognizes eraser on surface pen. I am not sure a pen
will be usable on the RT version except the capacitive sausage type so to get the full benefit of review and markup the non-RT versions would be
better and those come with not only a digitizer but also a desktop mode. Go paperless and use that pen in ways you never thought you could. Only
two pen colors black and red. Exceptions: Not Specified Business Justification: A high packet rate promotes high performance, perceived
responsiveness of the system, and data integrity for contacts in fast motion.

How to Sign PDFs in Adobe Acrobat
You can now leave feature suggestions on. Foxit Mobile PDF for Win8, Foxit free - - Rating 4.

If you consider expanding the scope to the desktop as well that opens the door to quite a bit of good stuff without all the limitations of the nonmultitasking apps. Xodo Docs, Xodo free - - Rating 4. Some issues: doesn't recognize transparent ink from PDF Annotator and others. Update: I
still cannot get pressure sensitivity, even after uninstall the wacom official driver. Simultaneous pen and two-finger touch, but not pen plus single
finger touch touch also draws. Hopefully wacom will update a really working driver after Windows 8 becomes general available on Oct 26. If the
apps above don't cut it, consider the following non-metro alternatives: is a good option for those who do not mind using traditional Windows
software. Foxit Mobile PDF for Win8, Foxit free - - Rating 4. Still, good product for the price. Go paperless and use that pen in ways you never
thought you could. Edit: Here we go: Device. I'm using samsung s7s and windows 8 enterprise RTM.

